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Abstract— MMX (Martian Moons eXploration) is a robotic
sample return mission of JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency), CNES (Centre National d’ Études Spatiales), and DLR
(German Aerospace Center) with the launch planed for 2024.
The mission aims to answer the question of the origin of Phobos
and Deimos, which will also help to understand the material
transport in the earliest period of our solar system, and of how
was water brought to Earth. Besides JAXA’s MMX mothership,
which is responsible for sampling and sample return to Earth,
a small rover which is built by CNES and DLR to land on
Phobos for in-situ measurements, similar to MASCOT (Mobile
Asteroid Surface Scout) on Ryugu. The MMX rover is a four-
wheel driven autonomous system with a size of 41 cm x 37 cm
x 30 cm and a weight of approximately 25 kg. Multiple science
instruments and cameras are integrated in the rover body. The
rover body has the form of a rectangular box. Attached at the
sides are four legs with one wheel per leg. When the rover
is detached from the mothership, the legs are folded together
at the side of the rover body. When the rover has landed
passively (no parachute or braking rockets) on Phobos, the legs
are autonomously maneuvered to bring the rover in an upright
orientation. One Phobos day lasts 7.65 earth hours, which
yields about 300 extreme temperature cycles for the total mission
time of three earth months. These cycles and the wide span of
surface temperature between day and night are the main design
drivers for the rover. This paper gives a detailed view on the
development of the MMX rover locomotion subsystem.
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1. INTRODUCTION - THE MMX MISSION
After the success of the asteroid lander MASCOT from DLR
and CNES (see [1] and [2]) to JAXA’s Hayabusa2 mission in
2018 , a new target was put in place to expand this fruitful
collaboration of the three space agencies to future missions.
One of the next milestones in JAXA’s roadmap for space
exploration is the investigation of the Martian moon Phobos.
For this Martian Moons Exploration (MMX) mission [3],
DLR and CNES were invited to contribute a lander that is
able to move on Phobos’s surface. The requirements of the
lander are to de-risk the landing of the main spacecraft and to
contribute to the scientific objectives of MMX with its own
scientific instruments. As Phobos gravity is in the range of
0.3-0.7 mg, it is deemed be feasible to use hopping principle
similar to the mechanism that was used in MASCOT on
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Figure 1. Rendering of the first MMX rover concept (credits
by CNES)

asteroid Ryugu. First analysis showed that a wheeled rover
would also be able to drive at speeds of up to 20 mm/sec
considering rough terrain and low gravity. With a mission
duration of several weeks, this seems to be a sufficient speed
to reach different points of interest safely. One advantage of
the wheeled locomotion concept is to use the wheel imprint
on the Phobos soil to investigate the regolith behaviour on
Phobos. The first rover concept is shown in Figure 1.

The orbiter, acting as a transponder between the rover and
the Earth, will not stay in visibility for more than a couple
of hours per Phobos day. As a result, the lander needs
to be able to operate semi-autonomously. The small rover
would benefit from being able to navigate and perform hazard
avoidance tasks on its own. Even the uprighting phase right
after the ballistic landing will require autonomy as a commu-
nication link will not be available during this phase. With
the given scenario it was decided to use a roving unit with
stereo based cameras for perception to navigate and carry
scientific payload safely. The actual concept considers four
legs equipped with wheels and skid-steering to meet mass
constraint requirements. The legs become necessary as the
rovers’s orientation after landing is not defined and the system
needs to be able to upright itself into an operable position.
The environmental conditions of Phobos are roughly known
from precursor missions such as Mars Express, Mars Global
Surveyor or Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. Mars Express
was initially focused on the investigation of Mars’s surface,
interior and atmosphere but was also able to perform Phobos
flybys at a distance of less than 100 km. Images at resolutions
of about 1.5 meters per pixel are available in some areas.

Given the size and gravity of Phobos, the density is estimated
at around 1.85 g/cm3 ± 0.07. Surface temperatures of -112◦C
to +25◦C are to be expected. This,together with tight mass
and energy budgets, pose a great challenge to developing a
reliable mechatronic system for the mission. Figure 1 shows
a first draft of the rover system with the body envelope size
of 41 x 37 x 30 cm. The overall mass is fixed to about 25 kg
with scientific payload mass of 2 kg.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following: Section
2 introduces the overall design concept of the MMX rover;
Section 3 brings the focus to the locomotion subsystem of
the rover at a more detailed level; Section 4 for describes the
testing and analysis methods for validation of the rover de-
sign; finally, concluding remarks and outlook for the mission
is given in Section 5.

2. THE ROVER
The rover consists of a body with a warm and cold compart-
ment, four legs with one wheel each, one patch antenna on
the body and three solar cell arrays which are unstowed after
landing and uprighting. The cold environmental conditions
of Phobos are the design driver to concentrate all electronics
inside of the rover body. Even the motors are located in the
rover body and the rotational movement is transmitted to the
wheels by the usage of a crown gear and a pole in the rover
leg. This way the wheels do not need heaters and the energy
is saved for actuation and computation power. Due to thermal
considerations the stereo cameras are also located in the rover
body as a camera mast would need additional heaters.

The current rover design can accommodate four principal
investigator instruments:

• NavCAM - cameras for autonomous navigation and imag-
ing science, CMOS 2048 x 2048 with a RGB Bayer filter
• WheelCAM - two identical cameras, CMOS 2048 x 2048,
observing the wheel interaction on the ground, with a spatial
resolution of under 100 µm per pixel
• RAX - Raman Spectrometer to characterize the mineralogy
of soil under the rover (developed by DLR, INTA/UVA and
JAXA), with heritage from the ExoMars Raman spectrometer
• miniRAD - for measurements of thermo-physical parame-
ters with heritage from MASCOT [2] radiometer MARA

As the rover is a joint project of DLR and CNES, the contri-
bution is divided evenly, and notably, for the main systems:

• power system (CNES)
• RF-system (CNES)
• OBC (CNES)
• thermal engineering (CNES)
• flight software, CCDH (CNES)
• cameras (CNES)
• chassis (DLR)
• shutters (DLR)
• harness (DLR)
• MECSS - mechanical electrical support system (DLR)
• electronics box (DLR)
• locomotion subsystem (DLR)

For more information on the rover mission, development,
constraints, and design, please refer to Tardivel, Lange et
al., 2019 [4]. For more information on the science of the
rover, please refer to the Ulamec et al., 2019 [5]. For more
information on the robotics challenges the rover faces on
Phobos, please refer to Bertrand et al., 2019 [6].

3. THE ROVER LOCOMOTION SUBSYSTEM
Electronic components

As Phobos requires the rover to survive demanding thermal
conditions, the main body consists of an inner compartment
and an outer box. For the purpose of thermal control the inner
part has around itself a thermal insulation and the outer box
on the inner side of its panels. As space and weight is limited
in the rover, the locomotion subsystem has no redundancy on
the in neither the electrical nor mechanical part.

The electronics design allows all wheels and legs to be moved
individually and simultaneously. For the purpose of reliable
and low power communication with the onboard computer
(OBC) a standard spacewire link is used. The electronics
architecture of the locomotion subsystem and its main inter-
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Figure 2. Electronics architecture of CNES and DLR
electronics stack

faces are shown in Figure 2.

The main electronics of the locomotion consist of three PCBs
including one control/analogue and two power inverter (PI)
boards. The PCBs are connected together via a backplane
concept and located in the DLR-Electronic box, which is it-
self connected via cables to the CNES electronic stack. As the
inner compartment offers a more relaxed temperature range
than the intermediate space, the main electronic is located
inside. In the outer box the actuators are mounted to the side
panels, as are the torque and position sensors of the motors
and joints. Since these contain some electrical components
(e.g. hall sensors), extended thermal, thermal cycling tests
above the rated operating and storage temperature ranges
are necessary. Via shielded cables, fed through the thermal
insulation of the inner box, the main electronics and the
motors/sensors are connected.

Apart from the local core voltage supply of the FPGA and
supply for the joint position sensors, the needed power supply
lines e.g. digital bank supply are provided by the CNES
power conditioning and distribution unit (PCDU). To drive
the motors the PIs use the non regulated bus which is directly
connected to the rover’s battery pack.

The control PCB consists of the FPGA with SpaceWire com-
munication interface and its core power supply. It is super-
vised by a reset and watchdog controller, which observes the
core / bank power supply lower levels. An analogue electrical
interface for the joint position (JPS) and joint torque sensors
(JTRQ) is also located on the PCB. This interface consists
of differential amplifiers and impedance conversion for the
potentiometer of the JPS. The conditioned and amplified
analogue signals are digitised by the on-board analogue-to-
digital converter (ADC). The analogue signals of both sensors
are directly connected to the board via shielded cables. The
control signals for the PIs are connected via the backplane
connector.

Both PI-PCBs are of the same design. One offers the function-
ality to drive four 3-phase brushless direct current (BLDC)
motors. One PCB is connected to four joint actuators, and
the second to four wheel actuators. The motion controller
design is a further development from the MASCOT project
and the prototype presented in [7]. To decrease electromag-
netic interference (EMI) on the non regulated bus, caused
by switching the inverters, a power line second order filter is
mounted on the board. The filter is built out of an inductance

Figure 3. Landing box concept that uprights the rover by
unfolding the side walls in a predefined order. Different

scenarios are shown: 1. Bottom plate on ground; 2. Side
plate right/left on ground; 3. Rear plate on ground; 4. Top

plate on ground; 5. Front plate on ground

and intermediate circuit capacitors located on each of the
boards. Each of the four integrated PI stages locates a bottom
side current measurement which gives the current combined
over the three half H-bridges. The current is measured with
the shunt principle in positive and negative direction. It
is then conditioned and digitised with on-board operational
amplifiers and ADCs. As the power budget for the rover is
limited due to battery and solar panel size and weight, the
board can switch off the supply for the PI stages and the motor
commutation sensors per board. For the scenario, the rover
is driven without using its joint actuators. As such, one PI-
Board can be held in power saving state.

Mechanical design

The mechanical design has three main drivers. First, is to
develop a mechanical structure able to survive the impact
of the system during the landing phase. Second is to cope
with the thermal constraints given by the Phobos surface
environment. Third, the design has to respect mass as well
as size limitations. In particular, the volume within the
rover body is limited to accommodate scientific payloads and
internal infrastructure. The low gravity on Phobos does not
require powerful drive units, but as there is no knowledge
about the soil conditions, the drives still need to overcome
adhesion, friction and cold welding issues.

As decribed previously, the rover needs to upright on its own
into nominal orientation after landing. In [8], the option of
using crushable shells for ballistic landing is investigated. Ad-
ditionally, mechanisms have been studied to help the lander
to survive and achieve a nominal orientation by default, as
is depicted in Figure 3. However, the lander is too small to
afford mass budget on a supplementary structure. This, in
conjunction with the fact that some scientific instruments may
need a certain distance to the soil for investigation, demand
the concept of using legs to accomplish both. During launch
and impact the rover will be prone to vibrations and unknown
peak loads. Having a relatively high mass (wheel) at the
end of the lever arm (leg) thus requires additional locking
mechanisms for the legs. The locking mechanism comprises
of an hold down and release mechanism located on the axis of
the wheel, which will engage the central part of the wheel and
three additional mechanisms located on the circumference
of the wheel hub. These three additional mechanisms will
support the outer wheel hub during impacts and decrease vi-
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Figure 4. Cross section view of the wheel and shoulder
drive unit: 1. bevel gear, 2. wheel actuator, 3. shoulder

actuator, 4. leg structure, 5. torque sensor, and 6.
potentiometer assembly.

brations by creating a closed force flow loop with the central
hold down and release mechanism. Furthermore, the legs can
only guarantee successful up-righting from four of six sides
the rover can land on. Therefore, a supplementary, small
mechanism is needed to increase the up-righting success
probability to an acceptable margin. The latter two aspects
are subjects of current development.

As previously stated, the drive units for both wheel and
shoulder joints are located inside of the rover body and not in
the wheel hub. The units are set up identically for testing and
integration purposes. Figure 4 depicts a sectional view of the
shoulder joint. The red area shows the drive train for actuat-
ing the wheel, the pink area represents the shoulder actuator
that is moving the leg structure (green). Hall elements are
used for the commutation of the BLDC motors. The motor
rotation is coupled to a planetary gear to increase the output
torque in the early stage. With the sun gear being comparably
small in diameter, the effective radius of friction forces in the
gear teeth can be kept small correspondingly, to avoid stiction
caused by solidifying grease at low temperatures. The torque
is then fed into a custom Harmonic Drive gear box to further
increase the torque and to reduce the rotational speed.

A bevel gear (dark blue) transmits the rotation to the wheel
hub via an internally running shaft. At the hub, the shaft
rotation is transformed to the wheel rotation by using a crown
gear. The crown gearing allows for axial displacements of
the internal shaft that might be encountered due to different
temperature-induced elongations. Consequently, the overall
transmission ratio is 1:2227. The high ratio provides a uni-
form, yet extremely low travelling velocity that significantly
the escape velocity of Phobos, while maintaining an adequate
motor rotational speed of more than 300 rpm for the motor
commutation. In contrast to the wheel actuation, the shoulder
joint does not require the bevel gear and internal shaft. Apart
from this difference, the mechanical transmissions are the

Figure 5. CAD drawing of the torque sensor

Figure 6. Rover wheel and leg with the drive unit for
shoulder joint and wheel hub

same, and allows for infinite rotations of the shoulder joint.
The light blue area shows the location of the potentiometers
used to measure the absolute position of the rover shoulder
joint. As this is critical sensor information, two potentiome-
ters are used with two different sensor principles in order to
achieve dissimilar redundancy.

In addition, a torque sensor (yellow) is constructed as spoked
wheels. Each wheel is equipped with a strain gauge full-
bridge and a temperature sensor. The measuring range is
in the magnitude of 2 Nm at a resolution of 12 bit. For
overload conditions, a maximum torque of 7 Nm was con-
sidered. A CAD drawing of the shoulder joint is shown in
Figure 5. To prevent the spokes from torques greater than
7 Nm the sensor provides radial overload bolts. Measuring
the rover weight and the driving loads is a challenging task
due to the extreme low gravity. During the commissioning
phase, the rover automatically starts to extend its locomotion
subsystem to the final configuration. The measured torque
serves as valuable information to perceive wheel contact with
the ground while driving, as well as detection of an obstacle
or a stuck leg.Finally, the concept for a generic rover leg is
shown in Figure 6.

Wheel-Design

As the demanding traction conditions of Phobos together with
the mass and landing requirements, the MMX wheel design
has been optimised in a multi-disciplinary fashion. The core
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Figure 7. The MMX rover wheel design (breadboard)

design of the traction rim is completed based on the DLR
particle simulation tool partsival [9] using DEM and prelim-
inary wheel optimization studies [10, 11]. Figure 7 shows
the breadboard (BB) wheel design, where forward direction
of travel rotates counter-clockwise. The traction shape is
asymmetric, as driving backwards is a contingency case of
operations. The point turn capability shall be available,
and will be a scenario in upcoming optimisation campaigns
for the later wheel versions. The grouser shape as well
as the rim shape are based on the experience in [10] and
[11]. The ground regolith material is transported behind the
wheel, leaving shallow tracks to be multi passed and thereby
using the pushed material totally to create traction. As less
material is pushed to the wheel sides, the wheel trail are of
low compression and may be easily cut by the wheel during
skid-steering. Furthermore, the shape lowers the amount of
bulldozing significantly, thus also lowering the resistive force
while increasing the tractive efficiency. For further informa-
tion on the effects of the wheel shape, please refer to [10] and
[11]. The strength and mass optimisation are bound together
and based on iterative FEM simulations using Ansys and its
topology optimisation capabilities. The key to finding opti-
mal compromises between traction and structural strength is
to use traction features for structural support, and vice versa.
As an example for this type of function integration, the side
grousers as well as the main grousers are used as interface
for the launch locks, as they pose the highest strength points
in the wheel rim and do not have considerable discontinuities
in stiffness. Using this approach, the wheel mass is as low as
150 g. As the material of choice, high strength aluminum with
hardening effects in cold temperatures is chosen. This allows
for uniform material and thermal behaviour at the interfaces
to the locomotion system. Furthermore, aluminum features
sufficient conduction of electric current in order to suppress
the sticking and clogging of soil due to electrostatics, which
could harm the traction behaviour massively. Manufacturing
of the wheel is carried out by milling to avoid shrink and blow
holes, which can occur with casting or laser sintering.

Locomotion Control Software (LCS)

Locomotion control is a partition on the OBC that expects
motion commands from command control, which is another

Figure 8. The role and functions of locomotion control in
the overall rover software architecture

Figure 9. Illustration of the MMX reference plane in green,
versus an actual rover position in gray

partition arranging commands and data exchange of all the
other rover parts, as shown in Figure 8. From these motion
commands, the LCS calculates how the eight wheel and
shoulder motors have to be actuated so that the rover fulfills
the desired movement. The outcome of these calculations,
which is then sent to the locomotion boards (cf. Section 3), is
computed in different locomotion modes:

• The driving mode receives the desired rover forward ve-
locity and angular velocity around the yaw axis, and, as an
option, a desired body height. The wheel motor commands
are calculated by a skid-steering algorithm. To solve the
over-actuation of the rover, geometric constraints are used by
defining an instantaneous center of rotation.
• The alignment mode receives a desired body orientation
and the average distance to a reference plane, see Figure
9. This reference plane is assumed to be the flat, rigid
plane underneath the rover if it would be in its maximal
height position. The shoulder angles to achieve the desired
configuration are calculated through the rover kinematics and
the wheel rates are computed for rolling with no slip due to
assumed flat terrain.
• The inching locomotion mode [12] is a special mode for
the rover to crawl by alternately moving the front and the
rear wheels. According to the authors, inching produces
approximately 100% more drawbar pull than rolling. This
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mode thus enables a much higher traction performance in soft
sands or steep slopes, as compared to standard driving, which
leads to lower slip and increased safety.
• For the uprighting mode, the first action after landing, an
uprighting sequence for the rover will be provided by CNES.
Here, different limit requirements are checked, as compared
to all the other modes, as the solar panels are not expanded yet
and therefore, the legs can perform a 360◦ turn only during
this phase.
• For special motions where the motor rates are commanded
directly, there is a passing-through mode which only checks
if the desired values are valid.

In addition to its main purpose, the LCS will perform further
tasks. Before the locomotion system can act, a startup
procedure has to be performed. The locomotion boards
(see Section 3) are checked for their operation readiness,
in particular, for the need to be heated up to the required
temperature range. This will be done first at the beginning
of an operation day then regularly while the LCS is running.
Moreover, the LCS will collect the log and housekeeping data
from the locomotion boards, and send these data packages
further to command control. Figure 8 summarizes the LCS
tasks and interactions with other software components.

FPGA Firmware and Communication

On the control PCB, a FPGA is used to implement the com-
munication interface towards the OBC, the current controllers
for all motors and interfaces to sensors, as well as other
peripherals. The high parallelism of FPGAs, and the high
number of IO-Ports allow the integration of all those features
on one single chip.

Robust communication between control PCB and OBC is
critical to locomotion since communication errors can result
in physical damage to the rover. Therefore, the communi-
cation between control PCB and OBC follows a handshake
scheme. A read or write request is sent from the OBC
to the control PCB and answered with a reply. The reply
contains the requested data (in case of a read access) and
a status field to indicate a successful memory access or to
transmit an error code. The SpaceWire (SpW) [13] Remote
Memory Access Protocol (RMAP) [14] is used to implement
this communication scheme. It allows packet oriented com-
munication and CRC protection, which enables the detection
of communication errors like bit flips or incomplete packages.
Additionally, SpW RMAP can seamlessly be connected to an
On-Chip Bus for communication. A SpW RMAP target is
implemented on the control PCB’s FPGA. Data registers of
all modules inside the FPGA are connected via an on-chip
bus to the SpW RMAP target.

These data registers are used for configuration, control, and
housekeeping. For each of the rover’s eight motors, an
instance of the same motor module is used for commutation
and functional safety features. Each motor module has its
own set of registers to receive commands and provide sensor
and status information. Additionally, there are data registers
representing the sensor values of each ADC. The sensor data
is read periodically, and written into the corresponding data
registers.

Modeling and simulation

The environmental properties of Phobos are currently un-
known at a resolution and fidelity to a scale usable for rover
locomotion. It is nonetheless to be expected to be drastically
different from the Earth’s environment. This makes physical

experiments to determine system behaviour difficult to im-
possible, thus making simulation the only viable option for
testing and analysis. These simulations, visualized with the
DLR Visualization Library [15] in Figure 10, are based on the
Rover Simulation Toolkit [16] that builds upon the Dymola
implementation with the Modelica modeling language. The
core model build includes multi-body dynamics, drive train
mechancis, self and external collisions, as well as terrame-
chanical models for ground contact simulations. [17,18]. The
process of the modelling and simulation activities is to build,
refine and utilize the models constantly during all mission
phases.

Figure 10. Simulation of the MMX rover visualized by the
DLR SimVis tool

Landing impact simulation

As an example of the simulation capability, a closer exami-
nation to the landing of the rover on Phobos is taken. As of
writing of this paper, the rover is planned to be separated from
the MMX spacecraft at a height of 50m. After separation,
the rover will descend without any deceleration and impact
the ground at a velocity of ≈ 0.75 m/s. The shock loads
during this initial impact are another design driver for parts
of the locomotion system. An understanding of the load
magnitude, profile and distribution between each component
is critical during component design and experiment design.
To predict these loads, the model has to correctly depict the
mechanical structure with its dominating flexibilities in the
wheels, hold down and release mechanisms (HDRMS), as
well as the chassis.

Due to the high uncertainty regarding surface geometry and
parameters, a worst case condition must be assumed. This
would be an impact on a rock that is either buried or has a
sufficient mass to be considered as fixed. With an impact
velocity of ≈ 0.75 m/s and a very short time scale of
< 0.5 s, effects of gravity can be neglected. Based on these
simplifications an impact with varying directions on a flat
surface is a representative scenario to analyse the impact.
Contact parameters of the rover components are based on
their physical properties. The environment is set to depict
a hard stone such as granit. One simulation run provides
the resulting forces acting on each component for a specific
impact direction. Figure 11 shows the impulse experienced at
the wheel hub for different impact orientations. This reveals
the critical cases that need analytical in simulation or physical
testing in more detail.
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Figure 11. Landing impact impulse in axial direction on the
wheel hub for different rover attitudes

4. ANALYSIS AND TESTING
Thermal Analysis

The thermal control and behaviour of the MMX locomotion
system is analysed and optimized in a Finite Element model
(FEM) in parallel with the mechanical and electronics de-
velopment. Since the drive train (see Figure 6) is a highly
integrated multi-body system, in addition to typical sim-
plification approaches, the main assembly model is further
divided into 14 different thermal sections. Each section is
defined as a group of linked bodies, which, in contrast to
the intersections, have a comparatively high thermal contact
conductance. The section borders include point contacts (e.g.
ball bearings), line contacts (e.g. gears), clearance fits and
heat transfer between bodies solely through thermal radiation.
This measure allows a rapid setup and rearrangement of ther-
mal models, considering different complexities that are vital
for the respective analysed cases. In addition, the analysis
benefit from the improved efficiency in terms of convergence
time and data space. For the model parametrization, thermal
vacuum chamber tests on component and section level will be
conducted and subsequently correlated.

Radiation Test

A Texas Instruments DRV8332 automotive rated brushless
DC motor controller has been selected for its size and form
factor for the power inverter board. This commercial off the
shelf (COTS) part offers extended storage temperature range
of −55◦C up to +150◦C and the operating temperature range
of −40◦C up to +125◦C. These specifications are close to
the space grade temperature range, which minimize the effort
of the up-screening process.

To get a full picture of the radiation performance, a total
ionizing dose (TID) test, a proton test, and a heavy ion test
were conducted. The TID and the proton test were performed
at the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin Wannsee (HZB, [19])) with
biased samples. For the TID test, a dose rate of 3.82

Gy(Si)/hour up to 550 Gy(Si) was applied. For the proton
test, a fluence of 1.7E+10 protons per square centimetre was
applied. Three different energy levels were used for this
campaign: 30 MeV, 50 MeV and 68 MeV per proton. During
the irradiation some important parameters were monitored
in-situ with specially designed test hardware. Finally, a
heavy ion test was performed at the radiation effects facility
in Jyvaskyla (RADEF, [20]), where Nitrogen, Krypton and
Xenon ions were used. The applied fluence was 1.0E+10 ions
per square centimetre for each ion species.

For up to 550 Gy (Si), all measured parameters stayed within
their rated limits. The latch-up threshold LET of the device
could be found at 59.9 MeV·cm2/mg. All these test results
indicate the DRV8332 to be sufficient for usage within this
mission. For more details, please refer to [21].

Thermal Tests

To ensure survivability of the rover in extreme low temper-
atures, multiple thermal test campaigns will be conducted.
One run was performed in order to determine the limits of
the operational range of the hall sensors which are treated as
flight candidates. Figure 12 shows the recorded temperatures
over the test time in seconds. The output signals of the
sensors were recorded and analysed over the entire run. In the
rated temperature range down to −40◦C, a small temperature
depending deviation of the switching characteristics could be
measured. In comparison to the component specification, the
switching hysteresis of the sensor is constant, but shifted on
the magnetic flux density axis. At below −60◦C, the sensors
autonomously stopped their operations.
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Figure 12. Temperature profile for sensor test

The next test campaign will be a thermal cycling test where
the sensors are required to survive multiple transitions be-
tween −130◦C and +60◦C. One of the aims of this cam-
paign is the determination of the minimum required tempera-
ture in the rover and to get an idea of the mechanical stability
of the tested sensors. This huge temperature range and the
high number of thermal cycles lead to a serious mechanical
stress, which may lead to a mechanical destruction of the
sensor, based on demolishing of the internal bond wires, for
example. Finally, the quality of the conducted thermal tests
are the key to success for this mission.
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5. CONCLUSION
This paper presented on-going development of the MMX
rover targeted for Phobos, with the focus on the locomotion
subsystem. The harsh environmental conditions and the
high demand for robust and reliable operation present many
challenges to the locomotion subsystem. Starting with a
brief mission description, the paper discussed the developed
concept to ensure actuation of the rover. This demanding area
of robotics-driven space exploration is of increasing interest
to the space community, the close cooperation of JAXA,
CNES and DLR is critical to its success.
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